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Dictionary is a medium through which a student
secures a desirable hold on the concerned subject.
Dictionaries related to different subjects teach the
correct spellings, pronunciation and meanings of the
words through which learner’s knowledge of varied
terms, definitions, principles, rules, etc enhances.
This Dictionary of Physics has been designed to deal
precisely with those topics, which students of
schools and colleges, and aspirants of various
competitive examinations like JEE Main & Advanced
are always looking for. To the point and concise
information has been provided in this dictionary of
Physics. This dictionary covers the terms, definitions,
concepts, methods, laws & experiments starting from
alphabet A till alphabet Z. Plus all the terms of
NCERT Textbook have been covered in the
dictionary. Also appendices have been covered at
the end of the book. This Dictionary of Physics will
prove to be highly advantageous for the students of
schools, colleges and various other competitive
examinations.
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY is a student-friendly, cutting
edge introduction for chemistry, health, and the
biological sciences majors. In the Eighth Edition,
award-winning authors build on unified mechanistic
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themes, focused problem-solving, applied
pharmaceutical problems and biological examples.
Stepwise reaction mechanisms emphasize
similarities among mechanisms using four traits:
breaking a bond, making a new bond, adding a
proton, and taking a proton away. Pull-out organic
chemistry reaction roadmaps designed stepwise by
chapter help students devise their own reaction
pathways. Additional features designed to ensure
student success include in-margin highlighted
integral concepts, new end-of-chapter study guides,
and worked examples. This edition also includes
brand new author-created videos. Emphasizing
“how-to” skills, this edition is packed with
challenging synthesis problems, medicinal chemistry
problems, and unique roadmap problems. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.
Engineering Agricultural and Medical Common
Entrance Test (EAMCET) is an entrance
examination conducted in some Engineering and
Medical Colleges by Jawaharlal Nehru Technological
University every year. The new edition of Arihant’s
“Telangana EAMCET Engineering 5 Years’ Solved
Papers [2019- 2015]” has been prepared as per the
latest question papers of the examination. This book
provides the best study material to the candidates
who were preparing for this examination. It gives the
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complete coverage to the syllabus by providing the
last 5 years question papers from 2019 to 2015,
Online coverage of 2019 & 2018 Papers and web
links are provided for EAMCET Solved Papers
[2014-2001] so that students can download it and
study from anywhere at any point of time. Moreover,
solution of each question is well explained with
details which helps the candidates to understand
better. Thorough practice done from this book
ensures good ranking and selection in the top
colleges and institutions. TABLE OF CONTENT AP
EAMCET Solved Papers [2019-2015] (Shift 1 & 2),
EAMCET Solved Papers 2014-2001 (Weblinks)
Principles of Management is designed to meet the
scope and sequence requirements of the
introductory course on management. This is a
traditional approach to management using the
leading, planning, organizing, and controlling
approach. Management is a broad business
discipline, and the Principles of Management course
covers many management areas such as human
resource management and strategic management,
as well behavioral areas such as motivation. No one
individual can be an expert in all areas of
management, so an additional benefit of this text is
that specialists in a variety of areas have authored
individual chapters.
Engineering Agricultural & Medical Common
Entrance Test (EAMCET) is an entrance
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examination conducted by the Jawaharlal Nehru
Technological University annually for getting
admission in some of the engineering, agricultural
and medical colleges in the states of Andhra
Pradesh and Telangana. In order to ease the
preparation of EAMCET, this book provides suitable
study & practice material and a revisionary aid for
Chemistry subject that gives the insight of the
pattern of the exam. It familiarizes with the structural
formation of the paper by giving the complete
coverage of Previous Years’ Questions in a
Chapterwise format. Solutions provided in a lucid
manner that helps students to understand the
difficulty level and trends of the Questions.
Moreover, all the online questions papers of 2019 &
2018 are covered in this book whereas free 5 Online
Mock Tests are provided for practice to give the
exact feel of this examination that candidates more
rehearsed and confidence for the real exam. TABLE
OF CONTENT AP EAMCET Solved Paper 2019, TS
EAMCET Solved Paper 2019, AP EMACET Solved
Paper 2018, TS EAMCET Solved Paper 2018,
EAMCET (AP & TS) Solved Paper 2017, EAMCET
(AP & TS) Solved Paper 2016, EAMCET Solved
Papers (2015 – 2009), Atoms, Molecules and Atomic
Structure, Solid State, Gaseous State, Chemical
Bonding, Chemical Energetics, Chemical Kinetics,
Nuclear Chemistry, Equilibrium, Solutions,
Electrochemistry, Surface Chemistry, Periodic
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Properties, s- and p- Block Elements, Transition
Elements, General Organic Chemistry and
Hydrocarbons, Haloalkanes, Alcohols, Phenols and
Ethers, Aldehydes, Ketones and Carboxylic Acids,
Organic Compounds Containing Nitrogen, Polymer,
Chemistry in Biology and Medicine, Environmental
Chemistry.
1. Andhra Pradesh EAMCET Engineering is a
preparatory guide 2. Provides last 6 Years’ Solved
Papers [2020-2001] 3. Solutions are provided with
well explained details for better understanding The
Andhra Pradesh State Council of Higher Education
(APSCHE) has announced the admissions in Andhra
Pradesh Engineering Agricultural and Medical
Common Entrance Test (AP EAMCET). Students
are required proper preparation and practice of the
syllabus in order to get admissions in the best
colleges of the state. The revised edition of
“Telangana EAMCET Engineering Solved Papers”
serves as a practice tool for the aspirants who are
going to appear in the upcoming EAMCET. This
book is prepared to give the complete coverage to all
the online papers that were conducted in last 6
years. Moreover, solutions provided for every paper
is well explained and elaborated with proper facts
and figures. Thorough practice done from this book
ensures good ranking and selection in the top
colleges and institutions. TOC Telangana Eamcet
Engineering Solved Papers 2020, Telangana
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Eamcet Engineering Solved Papers 2019,
Telangana Eamcet Engineering Solved Papers,
2018
First published in 1897, The Invisible Man is one of the first
science fiction stories. The disturbing tale centers on Griffin, a
scientist who has discovered the means to make himself
invisible. His initial, almost comedic, adventures are soon
overshadowed by the bizarre streak of terror he unleashes
upon the inhabitants of a small village. Notable for its sheer
invention, suspense, and psychological nuance, The Invisible
Man had been filmed many times and continues to enthrall
science-fiction fans today as it did the reading public nearly
100 years ago.
1. ‘NCERT Solutions’ a unique book containing QuestionsAnswers of NCERT Textbook based questions. 2. The
present edition of Class 8 th Science provide solutions to
Textbook questions 3. It is divided into 18 chapters, covering
the syllabi of Science for Class VIII. 4. Comprehensive
solutions help students to learn the concepts enhances
thinking abilities 5. Book covers the text matter into reading
notes format covering all definitions, key words,important
points, etc. 6. The book gives detailed well explained
solutions to all the exercises 7. It contains simplified text
material in the form of quick reading notes NCERT Textbooks
play an immense role in developing student’s understanding
and knowledge about a subject and the concepts or topics
covered under a particular subject. Keeping in mind this
immense importance and significance of the NCERT
Textbooks in mind, Arihant has come up with a unique book
containing Questions-Answers of NCERT Textbook based
questions. This book containing solutions to NCERT
Textbook questions has been designed for the students
studying in Class VIII following the NCERT Textbook for
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Science. The present book has been divided into 18 Chapters
namely Crop Production Management,Microorganisms:
Friend Foe, Synthetic Fibres & Plastics, Materials: Metals &
Non-Metals, Coal & Petroleum, Combustion & Flame,
Conservation of Plants & Animals, Cell: Structure
Functions,Reproduction in Animals, Reaching the Age of
Adolescence, Force Pressure, Friction, Sound,Chemical
Effects of Electric Current, Some Natural Phenomena, Light,
Stars the Solar System and Pollution of Air & Water,covering
the syllabi of Science for Class VIII. This book has been
worked out with an aim of overall development of the
students in such a way that it will help students define the
way how to write the answers of the Science textbook based
questions. The book covers selected NCERT Exemplar
Problems which will help the students understand the type of
questions and answers to be expected in the Class VIII
Science Examination. Through comprehensive solutions, the
students can learn the concepts which will enhance their
thinking & learning abilities. For the overall benefit of the
students, along with the solutions the book also covers the
text matter of NCERT textbooks in easy reading notes format
covering all definitions, key words, important points, etc. The
book also contains Intext Questions, Paheli & Boojho
Questions, Chapter End Exercises along with Selected
NCERT Exemplar Problems. For the overall benefit of
students the book has been designed in such a way that it not
only gives solutions to all the exercises but also gives detailed
explanations which will help the students in learning the
concepts and will enhance their thinking and learning
abilities.As the book has been designed strictly according to
the NCERT Textbook of Science for Class VIII and contains
simplified text material in the form of quick reading notes and
answers to all the questions in lucid language, it for sure will
help the Class VIII students in an effective way for Science.
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The book "General Sciences for Competitive Exams" contains
specific topics in Science which form a part of most of the
Competitive Exams. The book contains to the point theory
followed by an exercise with solutions. The book covers a lot
of questions from the past competitive exams. The book is a
MUST for all SSC/ Banking/ Railways/ Defense/ Insurance
Exam aspirants.
Dictionary is a medium through which a student secures a
desirable hold on the concerned subject. Dictionaries related
to different subjects teach the correct spellings, pronunciation
and meanings of the words through which learner’s
knowledge of varied terms, definitions, principles, methods &
theorems, etc enhances. This Dictionary of Biology has been
designed to deal precisely with those topics, which students
of schools and colleges, and aspirants of various competitive
examinations like JEE Main & Advanced are always looking
for. To the point and concise information has been provided
in this dictionary of chemistry. This dictionary covers the
terms, definitions, concepts, methods, laws & experiments
starting from alphabet A till alphabet Z. Plus all the terms of
NCERT Textbook have been covered in the dictionary. Also
appendices have been covered at the end of the book.
Encyclopaedia of General Science is an ideal book for
competitive examinations. The concept of the book is based
on NCERT Science Books. The General Science book covers
subjects like Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Space Science,
Agriculture & Animal Husbandry, Environment, Health and
Computer Science, which later sub-divided into various
chapters. The book helps in clearing the UPSC & State Level
Civil Service Examinations, SSC, Railways and other
competitive exams and thus contains 1000 of multiple choice
questions. On some of the topics complexities has been
simplified for the non-science students. Each section in the
book contains appendices, glossary and Assessment at the
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end. Get the book from Amazon India at reasonable rates
from the market. The book is a Question Bank of General
Science Objective Questions.
1. Only book based on NCERT Textbooks of Science 2. InLine with analysis of Competitive Exams papers 3.
Explanation to everyday Science Phenomena 4. Coverage of
Previous papers in a Chapterwise manner 5. More than 2000
MCQs are given for the quick revision The book
"Encyclopedia of General Science” has been prepared after
analysis the recent pattern of competitive exams like SSC,
UPSC & State Level PCS, etc. serving as an ideal book for
competitive examinations. It is the only book which is based
on NCERT of Science covering all their major sections like
physics, chemistry, biology, space science, etc., in a student
friendly manner which can be studied by all students including
non-science. Besides all the theories, this book focuses on
the practice part too, with more than 2000 MCQs are provided
for the quick revision. Previous Years’ Question Papers are
provided in a Chapterwise manner for thorough practice. At
the end of every section appendix given that covers glossary,
branches and other important information of each section.
TABLE OF CONTENT Physics, Chemistry, Biology,
Computer & IT
Physics of higher level has too many concept and
remembering all them on tips all the time is not an easy task.
Handbook of Physics is an important, useful and compact
reference book suitable for everyday study, problem solving
or exam revision for class XI – XII, Engineering & Medical
entrances and other Competitions Aspirants. This book is a
multi-purpose quick revision resource that contains almost all
key notes, terms, Definitions and formulae that all students &
professionals in physics will want to have this essential
reference book within easy reach. Its unique format displays
formulae clearly, places them in the context and crisply
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identifies describes all the variables involved, summary about
every equation and formula that one might want while
learning physics is one of the unique features of the book, a
stimulating and crisp extract of fundamental physics is to be
enjoyed by the beginners and experts equally. The book is
best-selling from its first edition and one of the most useful
books of its type. Table of contents Measurement, Vectors,
Motion in a Straight Line, Projectile Motion and Circular
Motion, Laws of Motion, Work, Power and Energy, Rotational
Motion, Gravitation, Elasticity, Hydrostatics, Hydrodynamics,
Surface Tensions, Thermometry and Calorimetry, Kinetic
Theory of Gases, Thermodynamics, Transmission of Heat,
Oscillations, Waves and Sound, Electrostatics, Current
Electricity, Heating and Chemical Effects of Currents,
Magnetic Effect of Current, Magnetism, Electromagnetic
Induction, Alternating Currents, Ray Optics, Wave Optics,
Electrons, Photons and X-rays, Atomic Physics, Nuclear
Physics, Electronics, Electromagnetic Waves and
Communication, Universe, Basic Formulae of Physics, Nobel
Laureates in Physics, Famous Physicists and their
Contributions.
This bestselling dictionary contains more than 9,500 entries
on all aspects of chemistry, physics, biology (including human
biology), earth sciences, computer science, and astronomy.
This fully revised edition includes hundreds of new entries,
such as bone morphogenetic protein, Convention on
Biological Diversity, genome editing, Ice Cube experiment,
multi-core processor, PhyloCode, quarkonium, and World
Wide Telescope, bringing it fully up to date in areas such as
nanotechnology, quantum physics, molecular biology,
genomics, and the science of climate change. Supported by
more than 200 diagrams and illustrations the dictionary
features recommended web links for many entries, accessed
and kept up-to-date via the Dictionary of Science companion
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website. Other features include short biographies of leading
scientists, full page illustrated features on subjects such as
the Solar System and Genetically Modified Organisms, and
chronologies of specific scientific subjects including plastics,
electronics, and cell biology. With concise entries on an
extensive list of topics, this dictionary is both an ideal
reference work for students and a great introduction for nonscientists.
1. ‘NCERT Solutions’ a unique book containing QuestionsAnswers of NCERT Textbook based questions. 2. The
present edition of Class 7 th Science provide solutions to
Textbook questions 3. It is divided into 18 chapters, covering
the syllabi of Science for Class VII. 4. Comprehensive
solutions help students to learn the concepts enhances
thinking abilities 5. Book covers the text matter into reading
notes format covering all definitions, key words,important
points, etc. 6. Chapter End Exercises along with Selected
NCERT Exemplar Problems. 7. The book gives detailed well
explained solutions to all the exercises 8. It contains
simplified text material in the form of quick reading notes
NCERT Textbooks play an immense role in developing
student’s understanding and knowledge about a subject and
the concepts or topics covered under a particular subject.
Keeping in mind this immense importance and significance of
the NCERT Textbooks in mind, Arihant has come up with a
unique book containing Questions-Answers of NCERT
Textbook based questions. This book containing solutions to
NCERT Textbook questions has been designed for the
students studying in Class VII following the NCERT Textbook
for Science. The present book has been divided into 18
Chapters namely Nutrition in Plants, Nutrition in Animals,Fibre
to Fabric, Heat, Acids, Bases Salts, Physical & Chemical
Changes, Weather, Climate Adaptation of Animals to Climate,
Winds, Storms Cyclones, Soil, Respiration in
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Organisms,Transportation in Animals & Plants, Reproduction
in Plants, Motion & Time, Electric Current its Effects, Light,
Water: A Precious Resource, Forests: Our Lifeline and
Wastewater Story covering the syllabi of Science for Class
VII. This book has been worked out with an aim of overall
development of the students in such a way that it will help
students define the way how to write the answers of the
Science textbook based questions. The book covers selected
NCERT Exemplar Problems which will help the students
understand the type of questions and answers to be expected
in the Class VII Science Examination. Through
comprehensive solutions, the students can learn the concepts
which will enhance their thinking & learning abilities. For the
overall benefit of the students, along with the solutions the
book also covers the text matter of NCERT textbooks in easy
reading notes format covering all definitions, key words,
important points, etc. The book also contains Intext
Questions, Paheli Boojho Questions, Chapter End Exercises
along with Selected NCERT Exemplar Problems. For the
overall benefit of students the book has been designed in
such a way that it not only gives solutions to all the exercises
but also gives detailed explanations which will help the
students in learning the concepts and will enhance their
thinking and learning abilities. As the book has been
designed strictly according to the NCERT Textbook of
Science for Class VII and contains simplified text material in
the form of quick reading notes and answers to all the
questions in lucid language, it for sure will help the Class VII
students in an effective way for Science.
Every year lakhs of students appear for the NEET Exam to
pursue their dream of becoming a “Doctor”. In order to
qualify this exams students need have clear concepts, strong
basic foundation of the subjects and thorough practice.
“NEET IN 40 DAYS BIOLOGY” is the most accepted crash
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course programme for the students who are preparing
National Eligibility cum Entrance Test (NEET-2020). Being
the best seller among the students, this book is carefully and
consciously designed for the last minute preparation of the
NEET Exam. This book gives the complete coverage of the
syllabus that is divided into 40 Days Modules which includes
Quick Theory covering all the important points, formulae and
the concepts. It provides Objective Question which covers
every type of exam questions including 8 Unit Tests and 3
Full Length Mock Tests which gives the real feel of the exam.
Moreover Free Online Practice Material can be availed by the
students to practice online. This book accelerates the level of
preparation done by the students and ensures scoring high
marks in a time. TABLE OF CONTENTS Preparing NEET
2019 Biology in 40 Days! Day 1: The Living World, Day 2:
Plant Kingdom, Day 3: Animal Kingdom, Day 4: Unit Test 1,
Day 5: Morphology of Flowering Plants, Day 6: Anatomy of
Flowering Plants, Day 7: Structural Organisation in Animals,
Day 8: Unit Test 2 Day 9 Cell: The Unit of Life, Day 10:
Biomolecules and Enzymes, Day 11: The Cell Division, Day
12: Unit Test 3, Day 13: Transport in Plants, Day 14: Mineral
Nutrition, Day 15: Photosynthesis, Day 16: Respiration in
Plants, Day 17: Plant Growth and Development, Day 18: Unit
Test 4, Day 19: Digestion and Absorption, Day 20: Breathing
and Exchange of Gases, Day 21: Body Fluids and
Circulation, Day 22: Excretory Products and Their Elimination,
Day 23: Movement and Locomotion, Day 24: Neural Control
and Chemical Coordination, Day 25: Unit Test 5, Day 26:
Reproduction in Plants, Day 27: Animal Reproduction and
Reproductive Health, Day 28: Genetics, Day 29: Molecules
Basis of Inheritance, Day 30: Evolution, Day 31: Unit Test 5,
Day 32: Biology and Human Welfare, Day 33: Biotechnology
Principles and its Applications, Day 34: Organisms and
Ecosystem, Day 35: Biodiversity and Wildlife Conservation,
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Day 36: Environmental Issues, Day 37: Unit Test 8, Day 38:
Mock Test 1, Day 39: Mock Test 2, Day 40: Mock Test 3,
NEET Solved Papers 2019 (National & Odisha).
The book, 'Objective Marketing Aptitude’ is an ideal study
material for students who are preparing for various
competitive exams. This book covers the entire syllabus of
marketing aptitude and includes all the topics which are vital
for exams. This book follows the system of 'learn, revise and
practice’. It gives complete notes, provides material for quick
revision and also includes ample practice material. This book
is published by Arihant Experts publications and is one of the
most popular publications of study books. It was published in
the year 2014. The book covers the topics of marketing
aptitude and provides detailed notes on all topics. It begins
with discussion on topics like the nature and scope of
marketing. It also discusses the functions of marketing and
helps students in understanding the limitations of the
discipline. There is detailed analysis of consumer behaviour.
The book also gives information on sales promotion and the
numerous ways of increasing sales. It deals with advertising
and the role it plays in the market. There are sections on
branding and packaging with special reference to personal
selling. Additionally, it gives guidance on consumer
protection. Thus, all topics are provided with extensive
detailing and hence it becomes easier for students to prepare
for their studies. Furthermore, there are 10 practice papers
given in the book. Also, the book includes previous years'
question papers that enable the students to understand the
marking scheme of the exams and the pattern as well.
Arihant has come up with a fully revised and updated edition
of the highly popular Banking Awareness in the view of the
upcoming Bank PO and Clerk examinations like SBI PO, SBI
Clerk, IBPS PO, etc. This book is equally useful for IBPS, SBI
and various other banking recruitment examinations
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conducted across the country.The revised edition of Banking
Awareness for banking recruitment examinations has been
revised and updated keeping in mind the recent examination
pattern of the banking recruitment examinations. This book
has been divided into eleven chapters namely Indian
Economy, Origin & Development of Banking in India, Banking
Regulation System of India, Financial Reforms in Banking
Sector, New Banking System, Banking Innovation in India,
Financial Institutions in India, Money market & Capital Market,
Insurance, Industry, Trade and International Organisation and
Tax & Budget. Each chapter in the book contains ample
theoretical content as well as ample number of solved
problems based on the concepts discussed in the chapters.
Also unsolved practice exercises have been provided in the
book to help aspirants revise the concepts covered in each
chapter. Banking Glossary has been given at the end of all
the chapters to help students understand the meaning of
various banking terms along with abbreviations used in the
book. The book also contains five Practice which will help
aspirants in self-analysis and thorough practice. Also
Financial and Banking Current Affairs have been covered at
the end of the book.
Engineering Agricultural and Medical Common Entrance Test
(EAMCET) is an entrance examination conducted in some
Engineering and Medical Colleges by Jawaharlal Nehru
Technological University every year. The new edition of
Arihant’s “Andhra Pradesh EAMCET Engineering 19 Years’
Solved Papers [2019-2001]” has been prepared as per the
latest question papers of the examination. This book provides
the best study material to the candidates who were preparing
for this examination. It gives the complete coverage to the
syllabus by providing the last 19 years question papers from
2001 to 2019 in which in which web links are provided for
EAMCET Solved Papers [2014-2001] so that students can
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download it and study from anywhere at any point of time.
Moreover, solution of each question is well explained with
details which helps the candidates to understand better.
Thorough practice done from this book ensures good ranking
and selection in the top colleges and institutions. TABLE OF
CONTENT AP EAMCET Solved Papers [2019-2015] (Shift 1
& 2), EAMCET Solved Papers 2104-2001 (Weblinks)
Dictionary is a medium through which a student secures a
desirable hold on the concerned subject. Dictionaries related
to different subjects teach the correct spellings, pronunciation
and meanings of the words through which learner’s
knowledge of varied terms, definitions, principles, methods &
theorems, etc enhances. This Dictionary of Mathematics has
been designed to deal precisely with those topics, which
students of schools and colleges, and aspirants of various
competitive examinations like JEE Main & Advanced are
always looking for. To the point and concise information has
been provided in this dictionary of chemistry. This dictionary
covers the terms, definitions, concepts, methods, laws &
experiments starting from alphabet A till alphabet Z. Plus all
the terms of NCERT Textbook have been covered in the
dictionary. Also appendices have been covered at the end of
the book.
Biology of higher level has too many concept and
remembering all them on tips all the time is not an easy task.
Handbook of Biology is an important, useful and compact
reference book suitable for everyday study, problem solving
or exam revision for class XI – XII, Medical entrances and
other medical Competitive. This book is a multi-purpose quick
revision resource that contains almost all key notes,
Diagrams, Flow Charts, Terms and Definitions that all
students & professionals in biology will want to have this
essential reference book within easy reach. Its unique format
displays flow charts & diagrams clearly and places them in
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the context and crisply identifies describes all the variables
involved, summary about every equation and formula that
one might want while learning biology. A stimulating and crisp
extract of fundamental biology is to be enjoyed by the
beginners and experts equally. The book is best- selling from
its first edition and one of the most useful books of its type.
Table of contents The Living World, Biology Classification,
Plant Kingdom, Animal Kingdom, Morphology of Flowering
Plants, Anatomy of Flowering Plants, Structural Organisation
in Animals, Cell: The Unit of Life, Biomolecules, Cell Cycle
and Cell Division, Transport in Plants, Photosynthesis in
Higher Plants, Respiration in Plants, Plant Growth and
Development, Digestion and Absorption, Breathing and
Exchange of Gases, Excretory Products and Their
Elimination, Locomotion and Movement, Neural Control and
Coordination, Chemical Coordination and Integration,
Reproduction in Organisms, Sexual Reproduction in
Flowering Plants, Human Reproduction, Reproductive Health,
Principles of Inheritance and Variation, Molecular Basis of
Inheritance, Evolution, Human Health and Diseases,
Strategies for Enhancement in Food Production, Microbes in
Human Welfare, Biotechnology: Principles and Processes,
Biotechnology and Its Applications, Organisms and
Population, Ecosystem, Biodiversity and Conversation,
Environmental Issues, Appendix.
Dictionary is a medium through which a student secures a
desirable hold on the concerned subject. Dictionaries related
to different subjects teach the correct spellings, pronunciation
and meanings of the words through which learner’s
knowledge of varied terms, definitions, principles, rules, etc
enhances. This Dictionary of Chemistry has been designed to
deal precisely with those topics, which students of schools
and colleges, and aspirants of various competitive
examinations like JEE Main & Advanced are always looking
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for. To the point and concise information has been provided
in this dictionary of chemistry. This dictionary covers the
terms, definitions, concepts, methods, laws & experiments
starting from alphabet A till alphabet Z. Plus all the terms of
NCERT Textbook have been covered in the dictionary. Also
appendices have been covered at the end of the book.
Reasoning is equally weighed section in any competitive
examination. Reasoning tests the thinking power and mind
applicability skills of the candidates. The questions on
reasoning asked in various competitive examinations are not
easy to solve without having enough practice. Verbal &
Analytical Reasoning will help candidates master the ‘Tricks
of the Trade’ as it covers verbal and analytical reasoning
very much comprehensively. This book has been divided into
two Sections – Verbal Reasoning and Analytical Reasoning
each sub-divided into number of chapters with different types
of questions of multiple patterns asked in various exams. The
Verbal Reasoning section has been divided into 21 chapters
covering Analogy, Classification, Series, Coding-Decoding,
Logical Arrangement of Words, Mathematical Operation,
Venn Diagram, Clocks, Calendar, Decision Making, InputOutput, Puzzles, Data Sufficiency, etc whereas the Analytical
Reasoning section has been divided into eight chapters
covering Statement & Arguments, Statement & Assumptions,
Course of Action, Passage & Conclusions, Cause & Effects,
Syllogism, etc. Ample number of solved problems have been
covered in each chapter followed by practice exercises at the
end to help aspirants practice the concepts discussed in each
chapter. Also the book contains previous years’ solved
questions of different competitive examinations like CAT,
XAT, UPSC, SSC, etc to help aspirants get an insight into the
types of reasoning questions asked. The book will be highly
useful for aspirants preparing for Management (CAT, XAT,
CMAT, IIFT, SNAP & other), Bank (PO & Clerk), SSC (CGL,
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10+2, Steno, FCI, CPO & Multitasking), LIC (AAO & ADO),
CLAT, RRB, UPSC and other state PSC Exams. As the book
covers Verbal and Analytical Reasoning both in detail with
ample number of solved problems, it for sure will help
aspirants prepare both the types in a thorough manner and
score high in the upcoming competitive & recruitment exams.
1. This book deals with CBSE New Pattern Physics for Class
11 2. It is divided into 8 chapters as per Term 1 Syllabus 3.
Quick Revision Notes covering all the Topics of the chapter 4.
Carries all types of Multiple Choice Questions (MCQs) 5.
Detailed Explanation for all types of questions 6. 3 practice
papers based on entire Term 1 Syllabus with OMR Sheet
With the introduction of new exam pattern, CBSE has
introduced 2 Term Examination Policy, where; Term 1 deals
with MCQ based questions, while Term 2 Consists of
Subjective Questions. Introducing, Arihant’s “CBSE New
Pattern Series”, the first of its kind providing the complete
emphasize on Multiple Choice Questions which are
designated in TERM 1 of each subject from Class 9th to 12th.
Serving as a new preparatory guide, here’s presenting the all
new edition of “CBSE New Pattern Physics for Class 11
Term 1” that is designed to cover all the Term I chapters as
per rationalized syllabus in a Complete & Comprehensive
form. Focusing on the MCQs, this book divided the first have
syllabus of Physics into 8 chapters giving the complete
coverage. Quick Revision Notes are covering all the Topics of
the chapter. As per the prescribed pattern by the board, this
book carries all types of Multiple Choice Questions (MCQs)
including; Assertion – Reasoning Based MCQs and Cased
MCQs for the overall preparation. Detailed Explanations of
the selected questions help students to get the pattern and
questions as well. Lastly, 3 Practice Questions are provided
for the revision of the concepts. TOC Physical World, Units
and Measurement, Motion in a Straight, Motion in a Plane,
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Laws of Motion, Work, Energy and Power, System of
Particles and Rotational Motion, Gravitation, Practice Papers
(1-3).
Introduction. Centrak Nervous System Stimulants.
Antidepressants and Antinxienty Agent (Anxiolytic).
Antipsychotic Agents and Hallucinogens. General
Anaestetics. Hypnotics and Sedatives. Skeletal Muscle
Relaxants. Tranquilizing Agents. Anticonvulsant Drugs.
Analgesics (Narcotcs). Anpyertic Analgesics. Nonsteroidal
Anti- Inflammatory Agents. Adrenergic Agents. Adrenergic
Blocking Agents. Cardiovascular Agents. Histamines &
Antihistaminic Agents. antitussives & Expectorants.
Coagulants and Anticoagulants
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as
we know it. This work was reproduced from the original
artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible.
Therefore, you will see the original copyright references,
library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in
our most important libraries around the world), and other
notations in the work.This work is in the public domain in the
United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within
the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this
work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on
the body of the work.As a reproduction of a historical artifact,
this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor
pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur,
that this work is important enough to be preserved,
reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We
appreciate your support of the preservation process, and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant.
Indian Agriculture contributes the biggest share in the
country’s economy. Agriculture not just provides foods to
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millions but also raw materials to many Industries. At present
careers in agriculture is growing at a very fast rate in India,
students from all over the country are selecting agriculture as
their career prospective. The first Indian Agricultural
University “Govind Ballabh Pant Agriculture & Technology
University” provides admissions into various Undergraduates
and Post Graduates courses every year by conducting
entrance exams annually. The current edition of “Pantnagar
Agriculture Entrance Examination 2020” is a complete study
guide that has been prepared on the latest exam pattern for
the aspirants who are preparing for this exam. The book is
divided into 6 major sections: Agriculture, Science,
Mathematics, English Language, Hindi Bhasha and
Reasoning Ability providing the entire syllabus in a
comprehensive & lucid manner. This book allow to clarify all
the doubts and fears regarding the exam, builds confidence
to face the exam and improves the time management skills
that helps aspirants to complete their exam within in a given
time frame. Table of Contents Agriculture, Science,
Mathematics, English Language, Hindi Bhasha and
Reasoning Ability
General Knowledge is an important section of several
competitive exams. Keeping an updated knowledge of it
helps not only in exams, but at every aspects of life. General
Knowledge 2020 has been revised for aspirants preparing for
various upcoming exams to enhance eir general awareness
so at ey can tackle e questions asked from numerous areas.
It covers key subjects including History, Geography, Indian
Polity, Indian Economy, General Science, and General
Knowledge, wi latest facts and updates supported by figures,
graphics and tables. It also provides a highly useful section
on Current Affairs at e beginning which promotes factual
knowledge from recent happening occurred at different areas.
Providing accurate, perfect and complete coverage of facts, it
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is a complete general knowledge book, useful for e
preparation of SSC, Bank, Railway, Police, NDA/CDS and
various oer competitive exams. TOC Current Affairs, Indian
History, Geography, Indian Polity, Indian Economy, General
Science, General Knowledge
Simulation of materials at the atomistic level is an important
tool in studying microscopic structures and processes. The
atomic interactions necessary for the simulations are correctly
described by Quantum Mechanics, but the size of systems
and the length of processes that can be modelled are still
limited. The framework of Gaussian Approximation Potentials
that is developed in this thesis allows us to generate
interatomic potentials automatically, based on quantum
mechanical data. The resulting potentials offer several orders
of magnitude faster computations, while maintaining quantum
mechanical accuracy. The method has already been
successfully applied for semiconductors and metals.
Vedic System of mathematics is an ancient but coherent
system of mathematics. It involves beautiful unification of all
the calculation procedures based on simple rules and
Principles in sixteen “Sutras” (word-Formulas) as
propounded by Swami Bharati Krishna Tirathji. Present
system of competitive exams is calling shot at speedy
accurate in problem-solving and mastery of Vedic
mathematics can do wonders for students appearing at
different exams for example- CAT, MAT, Bank PO, LIC AAO,
etc. Vedic Mathematics Made Easy is the scientific
synchronization of 16 Sutras and its applications with the
learning pace & pattern of different categories of readers. It
describes the natural thinking pattern of mind and provides
appropriate solutions for intricate mathematical sums
involving large calculations, in minimum time frame. Each of
the 21 chapters is followed by two exercises, one for practice
and the other with previous years questions asked in
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Quantitative Aptitude Section of various competitive and
management entrances. Table of ContentSixteen Sutras of
Vedic Mathematics: Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication,
Division, Divisibility, Square and Square Roots, Cube and
Cube Roots, Decimals, Factorization, Highest Common
Factor (HCF), Simple Equations, Cubic Equations,
Biquadratic Equations, Simultaneous Equations,
Factorizations and Differential Calculus, Partial Fractions,
Integration by partial Fractions, Pythagoras Theorem,
Appolonius Theorem, Analytical Geometry Hints & Solutions
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